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S/M

L/XL

MB6705
Summer Hat

SUMMER HATS &
SCARVES
HATS

Light summer hat with decorative cord | High-quality, supple material | Width of brim: 4 cm | Pleasant to wear thanks to elastic sweatband
Outer fabric: 100% paper

denim/sand

sand/brown

caramel/
brown
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S/M

L/XL

MB6702
Flexible Hat
Flexible summer hat with contrasting embroidery | High-quality elastic
material | Width of brim: 5 cm | Comfortable thanks to elastic sweatband | S/M = 56 cm | L/XL = 58 cm
Outer fabric: 100% paper

straw/navy

S/M

navy/straw

nougat/
straw

L/XL

MB6703
Trendy Summer Hat
Trendy hat with fashionable brim with fringe | Elaborate wicker look |
Incorporated contrasting hatband | Width of brim: 5 cm | Comfortable
thanks to elastic sweatband | S/M = 56 cm | L/M = 58 cm
Outer fabric: 100% paper

straw/orange

S/M

denim/sand

caramel/
black

nougat/
turquoise

L/XL

MB6704
Summer Hat
Stylish hat in elaborate crochet look with contrasting cord | Width of
brim: 6 cm | Comfortable thanks to elastic sweatband | S/M = 56 cm |
L/XL = 58 cm
Outer fabric: 100% paper

navy/sand

natural/
brown

black/brown

brown/sand

416
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S/M

L/XL

MB6599
Traveller Hat
Stylish light summer hat | Hat band attached only at the centre back,
suitable for decoration | Rips-hatband - Width: 3.5 cm | Brim - Width: 7
cm | Pleasant to wear thanks to elastic sweatband | S/M = 56 cm |
L/XL = 58 cm
Outer fabric: 100% paper | Hatband: 100% polyester

straw/red

S/M

caramel/
black

nougat/
lime-green

L/XL

MB6597
Urban Hat
Hat in casual summer look | Wicker look | Hat band attached only at the
centre back, suitable for decoration | Rips-hatband - Width: 3 cm | Brim
- Width: 5 cm | Pleasant to wear thanks to elastic sweatband |
S/M = 56 cm | L/XL = 58 cm
Outer fabric: 100% paper | Hatband: 100% polyester

S/M

straw/brown

caramel/
navy

nougat/
off-white

SUMMER HATS &
SCARVES
HATS

white/black

L/XL

MB6598
Summer Style Hat
Trendy hat in elaborate wicker look | Hat band attached only at the
centre back, suitable for decoration | Rips-hatband - Width: 3 cm | Brim
- Width: 4 cm | Pleasant to wear thanks to elastic sweatband |
S/M = 56 cm | L/XL = 58 cm
Outer fabric: 100% paper | Hatband: 100% polyester

straw/olive

caramel/
turquoise

nougat/
grenadine

417
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S/M

L/XL

MB6700
Melange Hat
Hat in fresh melange summer colours | Elaborate wicker look | Flexible,
high-quality material | Incorporated, one-coloured hatband look | Width
of brim: 4 cm
Outer fabric: 100% paper

navymelange

S/M

naturalmelange

greymelange

L/XL

MB6564
Street Style

SUMMER HATS &
SCARVES
HATS

Stylish summer streetwear hat with wide contrasting hatband | Padded,
fast-drying polyester sweatband | Size: S/M = 56 cm, L/XL = 58 cm
Material: 100% paper | Hatband: 65% cotton, 35% polyester

red/
dark-grey

fuchsia/limegreen

denim/
denim

navy/white

light-grey/
yellow

natural/navy

grey/green

black/orange

black/
light-grey

sand/brown

beigemelange/
brown

brown/
turquoise

419
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one size

MB6625
Promotion Hat
Light hat in numerous colour shades | Honeycomb design | Without
hatband, matching hatband MB6626 for individual combination options
| Brim: width 4.5 cm, with trim tape | Pleasant to wear due to woven
sweatband | One size fits all (58 cm)
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white

sun-yellow

orange

red

magenta

royal

atlantic

navy

grey

black

dark-brown

lime-green

one size

MB6626
Ribbon for Promotion Hat

SUMMER HATS &
SCARVES
HATS

Hatband in various colours | Width: 2.5 cm | Matching Promotion Hat
MB6625
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white

off-white

neon-yellow

sun-yellow

orange

neon-pink

red

magenta

royal

atlantic

navy

natural

black

lime-green

Germany
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one size

MB7311
Bright-coloured Scarf
Light scarf with fashionable jacquard pattern | Soft and pleasant to wear
| Bright contrasting stripes at the scarf ends | Rolled hems on the
longitudinal edges | Fine fringe at the scarf ends | Measurements:
180 x 63 cm
Outer fabric (50 g/m²): 80% cotton, 20% polyester

brightyellow/
natural

bright-pink/
natural

brightorange/
natural

bright-blue/
natural

one size

MB7312
Bio Cotton Scarf
Pleasantly warm cotton scarf | Short, fine fringe along the edges of the
scarf | Fashionable colourways | Measurements: 180 x 50 cm
Outer fabric (65 g/m²): 100% cotton

chili/natural

denim/
natural

olive/natural

422
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one size

MB7310
Structured Summer Scarf
Light summer scarf with elaborate weave pattern | Soft and pleasant to
wear | Rolled hems on the longitudinal edges | Fine fringe at the scarf
ends | Measurements: 180 x 70 cm
Outer fabric (70 g/m²): 100% viscose

flame

denim

light-grey

black

olive

one size

Light scarf in attractive traditional design | Pleasantly soft to wear |
Rolled edges at the long sides | Fine fringe at the ends | Measurements:
180 x 65 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

purple/
brown

SUMMER HATS &
SCARVES
HATS

MB6405
Traditional Scarf

green/brown

423
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one size

MB6406
Striped Summer Scarf
Light summer scarf with crinkle effect | Stripe design | Fine fringe at the
ends | Measurements: 190 x 70 cm
Outer fabric (85 g/m²): 100% cotton

natural/red

natural/
denim

natural/grey

natural/
brown

one size

MB6407
3-coloured Scarf
Sporty, elegant scarf | Short, fine fringe on the long sides | Long fringe
at the ends | Pleasant to wear | Measurements: 200 x 58 cm
Outer fabric (100 g/m²): 65% polyester, 35% viscose

denim/
off-white

grey/
off-white

olive/
off-white

one size

MB6401
Printed Scarf
Fashionable scarf with minimum allover print | Soft and pleasant touch |
Semi-transparent, light fabric | Rolled edges |
Measurements: 180 x 50 cm
Outer fabric (55 g/m²): 100% cotton

blue/white

navy/white

424
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one size

MB6402
Printed Loop Scarf
Fashionable loop scarf with trendy mimimum allover print | Soft and
pleasant to wear | Semi-transparent, light fabric | Rolled edges |
Measurements: 85 x 90 cm
Outer fabric (50 g/m²): 100% polyester

blue/white

navy/white

one size

MB6404
Cotton Scarf
Fashionable scarf with dicorative border along the edge | Effective look |
Soft and pleasant to wear | Measurements: 170 x 70 cm
Outer fabric (50 g/m²): 100% cotton

red

coral

navy

grey

black soft-green

SUMMER HATS &
SCARVES
SCARVES

white soft-pink

one size

MB6627
Summer Scarf
Casually elegant scarf | Contrasting stripes on the sides | Semi-transparent, light quality | Fine fringes | Measurements: 180 x 60 cm
Outer fabric: 100% viscose

white/
acid-yellow

white/red

white/navy

white/
sports-grey

425
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one size

MB6595
Striped Scarf
Trendy scarf in denim look | Stripe-design | Casual crinkle effect | Fine
fringes on the ends | Dimensions: 180x50cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

dark-denim
striped

greymelange
striped

olive striped

one size

MB6596
Coloured Scarf
Casual scarf in allover checked design | Casual crinkle-look | Long,
knotted fringes on the ends | Dimensions: 180x60cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

azur/yellow/
orange

pacific/
dark-orange/
grey

navy/
tomato/
fern-green

lime-green/
pink/
turquoise

one size

MB6400
Traditional Bandana
Multifunctional square bandana scarf with print in traditional costume
look | Bandana in traditional costume look
Outer fabric (77 g/m²): 100% cotton

pink*

red/white

sky-blue*

royal/white

lime-green*

*new colour

426
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one size

MB6628
Camouflage Scarf
Casual scarf in elaborate design | Pattern-mix of camouflage,
plain-coloured and dotted | Effective look | Rolled edges on long sides |
Fine fringes | Measurements: 180 x 50 cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

graphite/
light-grey

taupe/
graphite

blackmelange/
light-grey

olive/brown

one size

MB6629
Scarf „Stripes and Stars”

denim/red

denim/
turquoise

light-grey/
graphite

graphite/
magenta

SUMMER HATS &
SCARVES
SCARVES

Fashionable, young scarf | Stars and Stripes design | Soft and pleasant
to wear | Rolled edges on long sides | Fine fringes | Measurements:
180 x 110 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

olive/
acid-yellow

427
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one size

MB6569
Summer Breeze
Super-size unisex scarf | Light summer fabric | Rolled hem on 2 sides
and smart casual fringe on 2 sides | Size: 190 x 77 cm
Outer fabric: 80% polyester, 20% cotton

acid-yellow

burnt-orange

navy

natural

black

one size

MB6594
Gipsy Scarf
Pleasantly soft cotton scarf with basic features | Short, fine fringes
along the edges | Elaborate Spray Print technique | Semi-transparent,
light quality | Size: 180 x 80 cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

light-yellow

red

terra

chili

horizon-blue

turquoise

atlantic

denim

grey

graphite

fern-green

dusty-olive

428
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one size

MB6577
Heather Summer Beanie
Casual streetwear beanie | Trendy oversize look | Fresh colour blend |
Fine single-jersey
Outer fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton | Lining: 65% polyester, 35%
cotton

turquoisemelange/
dark-grey

yellowmelange/
dark-grey

orangemelange/
dark-grey

redmelange/
dark-grey

winemelange/
dark-grey

bluemelange/
dark-grey

greyheather/
dark-grey

blackmelange/
dark-grey

greenmelange/
dark-grey

one size

MB6578
Heather Summer Loop-Scarf

SUMMER HATS &
SCARVES
SCARVES

Urban-style loop-scarf | Casual fit | Fresh colour blend |
Fine single-jersey | Size: 75 x 80 cm
Outer fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

turquoisemelange

yellowmelange

orangemelange

red-melange

winemelange

bluemelange

grey-heather

blackmelange

greenmelange

429
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p. 447

CAPS FOR ALL

COTTON CAPS
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one size

MB6111
6 Panel Raver Cap
Classic allround cap in 37 colours | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 8 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Low- profile | Padded satin sweatband |
Matching children‘s cap ref. MB7010 | Colour black also available in headsize 60 cm | Also available with sandwich, see ref. MB6112 | Metal buckle in
mat silver with press stud and embroidered eyelet | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

acid-yellow

yellow

gold-yellow

orange

dark-orange

CAPS
COTTON CAPS

white

pink

signal-red

tomato

wine

purple

sky-blue

aqua

royal

mint

turquoise

navy

light-grey

light-grey/
black

dark-grey

graphite

black

black/
charcoal

black 60 cm

beige

beige/
dark-green

camel

dark-brown

lime-green

fern-green

dark-green

green

light-khaki/
navy

light-khaki/
black

olive

olive/beige
433
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one size

MB6223
6 Panel Heavy Brushed Cap
Classic 6 panel cap | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 8 decorative
stitching lines on the peak | Low-profile | Padded satin sweat band |
Size adjustment with „click & snap“ fastener | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

orange

signal-red

royal

navy

dark-grey

carbon

black

lime-green

dark-green

light-khaki

olive

one size

MB6224
6 Panel Flat Peak Laminated Cap
6 panel cap with flat peak | 6 embroidered ventilation holes |
8 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels | Lower
peak in classic green | Padded satin sweatband | Size adjustment by
‚click & snap‘ fastener | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

red/green

royal/green

navy/green

graphite/
green

black/green

dark-khaki/
green

434
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one size

MB6126
6 Panel Softlining Raver Cap
High-quality 6 panel cap with light lamination - easy to embroider on |
6 embroidered ventilation holes | 8 decorative stitching lines on the
peak | Front panels lightly laminated | Padded satin sweatband | Metal
buckle in mat silver with press stud and embroidered eyelet | Heavy
brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

gold-yellow

orange

signal-red

grenadine

royal

pacific

navy

light-grey

dark-grey

black

dark-khaki

lime-green

dark-green

one size

MB6128
6 Panel Raver Cap Laminated

CAPS
COTTON CAPS

Classic 6 panel cap | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 8 decorative
stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels | Padded satin
sweatband | Metal buckle in mat silver with press stud and embroidered
eyelet
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

sun-yellow

signal-red

burgundy

royal

navy

black

beige

fern-green

dark-green
435
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one size

MB016
6 Panel Cap Laminated
Classic cap with laminated front panels | 6 embroidered ventilation
holes | 8 stitching lines on the peak | Padded satin sweatband |
Clip fastener with silver buckle and embroidered eyelet | Super heavy
brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

light-grey

dark-green

beige gold-yellow orange grenadine

pacific

royal

navy

red

dark-grey

lime-green

black

one size

MB018
6 Panel Cap Low-Profile
Classic 6 panel cap with close-fitting front panels | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | 6 stitching lines on the peak | Padded satin
sweatband | Clip fastener with brass buckle and embroidered eyelet
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

light-grey

dark-green

beige gold-yellow orange grenadine

pacific

royal

navy

red

dark-grey

lime-green

black

one size

MB9412
5 Panel Cap
Classic 5 panel cap made of heavy brushed cotton | Clip fastener in
shiny silver with embossed myrtle beach logo and metal eyelet |
4 embroidered ventilation holes | 6 decorative stitching lines on the
peak | Padded satin sweat band
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white light-khaki dark-khaki orange grenadine signal-red fern-green

dark-green

pacific

royal

navy

light-grey

dark-grey

black

436
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one size

MB609
Turned 6 Panel Cap Laminated
Original cap with turned panels, all the same size | 3 embroidered
ventilation holes | 6 stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels
| Padded satin sweatband | Clip fastener in mat silver with metal eyelet
| Super Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

gold-yellow

dark-grey

orange

black

red

dark-khaki

royal

navy

light-grey

lime-green dark-green

one size

MB6117
5 Panel Cap
5 panel cap with unbrushed surface | 4 embroidered ventilation holes |
6 stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panel | Padded satin
sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white sunny-lime yellow sun-yellow orange

rose

burgundy mauve light-blue royal

navy

atlantic

pink

grey

red

charcoal

graphite black dark-brown lime-green kiwi irish-green dark-green

khaki

one size

CAPS
COTTON CAPS

MB6118
Brushed 6 Panel Cap
Classic 6 panel cap with brushed surface | 6 embroidered ventilation
holes | 6 stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels | Padded
satin sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white yellow sun-yellow orange

mauve light-blue

rose

royal turquoise navy grey

beige brown fern-green dark-green green

Daiber_K10_430-499_optimiert_RZ.indd 437
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red

burgundy

carbon black
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one size

MB024
6 Panel Sandwich Cap
Sandwich cap in a multitude of colour combinations | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 6 stitching lines on the peak | Front panels laminated | Padded
satin sweatband | Clip fastener with brass buckle and embroidered eyelet | Super heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/navy

sun-yellow/
white

gold-yellow/
navy

orange/
white

light-pink/
white

pink/white

red/white

grenadine/
white

light-blue/
white

royal/white

pacific/white

navy/white

navy/red

navy/red/
navy

navy/beige/
navy

light-grey/ light-grey/black/ dark-grey/
black
light-grey
white

graphite/
light-grey

black/orange

black/red

black/
light-grey

black/beige/
black

black/
lime-green

beige/navy/
beige

lime-green/
white

fern-green/
white

olive/beige

438
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one size

MB6212
6 Panel Brushed Sandwich Cap
6 panel sandwich cap with brushed surface | 6 embroidered ventilation
holes | 3 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels
| Padded satin sweatband | Velcro fastener | Brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

red/white

royal/white

navy/white

navy/red

light-grey/
white

light-grey/
black/light-grey

carbon/
light-grey

black/red

black/
light-grey

black/
lime-green

one size

MB6541
Light Brushed Sandwich Cap

CAPS
SANDWICH CAPS

High-quality light and soft 6 panel sandwich cap | 6 embroidered
eyelets | 6 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front
panels | Satin padded sweatband | Clip fastener in mat silver with metal
eyelet | Brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/
red

white/ dark-orange/ red/
navy
beige
white

red/ royal/ turquoise/ navy/
beige white beige white

navy/beige black/ black/
black/ black/ beige/ lime-green/ green/
white gold-yellow red beige black
beige
beige
439
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one size

MB6112
6 Panel Raver Sandwich Cap
Classic allround cap with contrasting sandwich | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | 8 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Low- profile
| Padded satin sweatband | Also available without sandwich, see ref.
MB6111 | Metal buckle in mat silver with press-stud and embroidered
eyelet | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/
orange

turquoise/
white

white/
aqua

navy/
white

white/
turquoise

dark-grey/
white

white/
navy

white/
lime-green

graphite/
aqua

black/
white

gold-yellow/
signal-red

orange/
white

black/ black/
orange beige

pink/
white

signal-red/
gold-yellow

lime-green/ dark-green/
white
beige

one size

MB6526
5 Panel Sandwich Cap
Sandwich cap in a multitude of colour combinations | 6 embroidered
eyelets | 6 stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels | Padded
cotton sweatband | Clip fastener in mat silver with metallic eyelet
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

gold-yellow/ orange/white red/white
navy

royal/white

navy/ light-grey/ light-grey/black/ black/
beige/navy black
light-grey
orange

navy/
white

black/
red

navy/red

black/
light-grey

navy/red/navy

beige/navy/ lime-green/
beige
white

one size

MB6197
6 Panel Double Sandwich Cap
Trendy 6 panel cap with double sandwich | 6 embroidered ventilation
holes | 6 decorative stitching lines | Contrasting lower peak | Laminated
front panels | Padded satin sweatband | Clip buckle in mat silver with
contrasting piping and embroidered eyelet | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/red/ white/black/ yellow/green/ gold-yellow/
navy
gold-yellow
royal
navy/white

royal/
white/red

orange/
white/royal

red/white/
navy

red/white/
black

red/green/
gold-yellow

azur/white/
green

navy/ light-grey/red/ natural/navy/ dark-grey/ black/white/ black/red/ dark-khaki/maroon/ dark-green/red/
white/red
black
dark-khaki red/white dark-grey gold-yellow
white
dark-khaki

440
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one size

MB049
Half-Pipe Sandwich Cap
6 panel cap with special three-coloured sandwich | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | Laminated front panels | Padded satin sweatband |
Clip fastener with buckle in mat silver and embroidered eyelet | Super
heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

sun-yellow/
white/light-grey

orange/darkgreen/white

red/white/
black

black/white/
red

aqua/navy/
white

royal/white/
navy

navy/white/
light-grey

light-grey/
white/black

black/white/
royal

black/white/
light-grey

black/white/
dark-green

dark-green/ dark-green/red/
white/black
dark-green

one size

MB017
6 Panel Cap with Suede Peak

CAPS
SANDWICH CAPS

Elegant cap with peak and button made of suede | 6 contrasting
embroidered ventilation holes | 2 stitching lines on the peak |
Laminated front panels | Padded satin sweatband | Clip fastener with
brass buckle and embroidered eyelet | Super heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

navy/beige

black/beige

dark-green/
beige

light-khaki/
navy
441
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one size

MB6506
6 Panel Turbo Piping Cap
High- quality 6 panel cap in a number of colourways | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | Lavish contrasting insets and piping all around the cap |
Laminated front panels | Padded satin sweatband | Clip fastener with metal eyelet | Super heavy brushed Cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

red/navy/
light-grey

black/gold-yellow/
light-grey

royal/white/
light-grey

navy/white/
light-grey

black/dark-grey/
light-grey

beige/black/
dark-grey

light-grey/
dark-grey/black

green/gold-yellow/light-grey

442
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one size

MB6560
5 Panel Racing Cap Embossed
Lavish 5 panel cap in racing design | Front panel, side insets and
fastener embossed with fine checkerboard pattern | Decorative piping
on peak, along side and back panels and on fastener | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | Padded satin sweatband | Velcro fastener |
Brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton | Embossed parts: 100% polyester

red/black/
white

black/black/
white

black/black/
red

one size

MB038
Racing Cap
High-quality 6 panel cap in attractive racing look | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | With lavish embroidery | Laminated front panels |
Padded satin sweatband | Clip fastener with buckle in mat silver and
embroidered eyelet | Super heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

red

black

one size

CAPS
SANDWICH CAPS

MB6121
6 Panel VIP Cap
Special cap with embroidery „oak leaves“ in lurex on the peak |
6 embroidered ventilation holes | Laminated front panels | Padded satin
sweatband | Metal buckle with press stud and embroidered eyelet |
Super heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

red

navy

black
443
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one size

MB6502
5 Panel Two Tone Cap
5 panel cap with contrasting stripes on the peak | 4 embroidered
ventilation holes | 4 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated
front panel | Padded satin sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/ sunny-lime/ gold-yellow/ red/white
navy
orange
navy

royal/
white

black/
red

navy/
white

brown/
orange

navy/red

lime-green/
white

grey/
black

kiwi/
white

mauve/
pink

aqua/
white

black/
white

irish-green/
white

one size

MB601
6 Panel Groove Cap
6 panel cap | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 4 dynamic contrasting
stripes on the peak | Laminated front panels | Padded satin sweatband |
Clip fastener in mat silver with embroidered eyelet | Super heavy
brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

light-grey/
black

white/navy

red/white

royal/white

navy/white

black/white

black/orange

black/red

dark-green/
white

444
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one size

MB135
Club Cap
Lavish 6 panel cap in trendy colour combinations | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | Laminated front panels | Padded satin sweatband |
Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/red/
black

yellow/
black/white

light-pink/
light-pink/
light-blue/
pink/white light-blue/white dark-brown/white

navy/light-blue/ light-grey/
white
black/white

black/red/
white

navy/red/
white

black/
khaki/navy/
light-grey/white
white

one size

MB6501
6 Panel Piping Cap

gold-yellow/
navy

red/white

burgundy/
beige

royal/white

navy/white

navy/red

grey/black

black/white

black/red

brown/
orange

green/white

CAPS
SANDWICH CAPS

Brushed 6 panel cap | Peak with border and piping in contrasting colour
| 6 embroidered ventilation holes | Laminated front panels | Padded
satin sweatband | Velcro fastener | Brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

445
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one size

MB6504
6 Panel Arrow Cap
6 panel cap | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 9 decorative stitching
lines in contrasting colour on the peak | Lavish contrasting insets and
piping | Padded satin sweatband | Clip fastener in mat silver with metal
eyelet
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

grey/black/ black/gold-yellow/ black/orange/
white
white
white

royal/white/
sky-blue

navy/white/
sky-blue

black/red/
white

black/grey/
white

one size

MB6203
6 Panel Polyamide Cap
Casual low-profile style | Elaborate contrasting insets and adjusting band
| Sandwich peak
Outer fabric: 100% polyamide

silver/black

mid-grey/
wine

charcoal/
dark-royal

indian-red/
black

navy/white

black/silver

olive/black

446
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one size

MB6227
6 Panel Camouflage Cap

CAPS
MILLITARY CAPS

High-quality 6 panel cap in camouflage design | Laminated front panels | Padded sweatband | Size adjustment by ‚click & snap‘ adjuster
Outer fabric: 100% polyester | Outer fabric 2: 100% cotton

denim/black

grey/black

olive/black

447
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one size

MB095
Military Cap
Trendy cap in military style made of durable cotton fabric | 4 metal eyelets on the sides | Matching children‘s cap ref. MB7018 | Padded cotton sweat
band | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

orange

red

navy

dark-grey

black

dark-brown

anthracite

dark-green

khaki

olive

448
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one size

MB6555
Military Sandwich Cap
Sandwich cap in military style made of durable cotton canvas | 4 lateral
metal eyelets | Padded cotton sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

black/red

black/
dark-grey

anthracite/
white

navy/white

dark-grey/
navy

khaki/
dark-green

olive/red

one size

MB6514
Snap Military Cap

CAPS
MILLITARY CAPS

Washed military cap with herring bone pattern | Badges and bronze
riveted press studs | Used-look spots | 2 decorative stitching lines and 1
division seam on the peak | Padded satin sweatband | Clip fastener in
mat silver with metal eyelet
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

black

olive-brown

khaki
449
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S/M

L/XL

MB6221
Seamless OneTouch Cap
High-quality cap with seamless, pre-formed crown | 2 embroidered
ventilation holes at the front | Laminated front | 6 decorative stitching
lines on the peak | Elastic sweatband for a perfect fit | Fully closed back
panel | Breathable 3D mesh fabric | Size: S/M: 56/57 cm | Size: L/XL:
58/59 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

navy

white

red

graphite

black

one size

MB6222
Seamless OneTouch Flat Peak Cap

CAPS
ONE TOUCH

High-quality cap with seamless, pre-formed crown | Laminated at the
front | 8 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Elastic sweatband for a
perfect fit | Size adjustment with „click & snap“ adjuster | Breathable 3D
mesh fabric
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

navy

white

red

graphite

black
451
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one size

MB6229
6 Panel Mesh Cap
Classic 6 panel cap with contrasting seams | 2 embroidered ventilation
holes
Outer fabric: 100% cotton | Outer fabric 2: 100% polyester

navy/kiwi/ black/turquoise/
white
white

red/black/
white

royal/white/
white

graphite/
red/white

one size

MB6216
6 Panel Air Mesh Cap

CAPS
MESH & FLAT PEAK

High-quality 6 panel cap with unbrushed surface | 6 decorative stitching
lines on peak | Laminated front panels | Breathable 3D mesh fabric at
back panels | Padded sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester

navy

white

red

magenta

royal

light-grey

dark-grey

black

neon-green
453
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one size

MB070
5 Panel Polyester Mesh Cap
Trendy 5 panel mesh cap in many colour combinations | 6 stitching lines on the peak | Fashion sweatband | Matching children‘s cap ref. MB071 |
Size-adjustment by „click & snap“ fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white

white/
neon-yellow

white/
sun-yellow

white/
neon-orange

white/
baby-pink

white/
neon-pink

white/red

white/
grenadine

white/
burgundy

white/
magenta

white/
light-blue

white/royal

white/pacific

white/lilac

white/navy

white/
light-grey

white/
graphite

white/black

white/
neon-green

white/
fern-green

white/
dark-green

gold-yellow

orange/
white

neon-pink/
white

red

red/white

burgundy

royal

royal/white

navy

light-grey

light-grey/
white

dark-grey

black

black/white

khaki

olive

olive/white

454
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one size

MB6550
5 Panel Retro Mesh Cap

white/black

orange/black

baby-pink/
black

royal/black

black/
neon-yellow

black/
neon-orange

black/
neon-pink

black/black

black/
neon-green

green/black

CAPS
MESH & FLAT PEAK

5 panel mesh cap with retro style cord on peak | 6 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Padded cotton sweatband | Size-adjustment by „click & snap“
fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

455
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one size

MB6207
5 Panel Flat Peak Cap
5 panel mesh cap with flat peak | 6 decorative stitching lines on peak |
Padded cotton sweat band | Peel-off sticker on the peak | „Click & snap“
fastener for size adjustment
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white/
graphite

white/black

white/white

white/red

white/navy

red/red

navy/navy

black/black

one size

MB6211
5 Panel Soft Mesh Flat Peak
Trendy cap with flat peak and extra soft mesh | 5 decorative stitching
lines on peak | Padded cotton sweat band | Detachable sticker on the
peak | „Click & snap“ fastener for size adjustment
Outer fabric: 100% polyamide

white

red

royal

navy

black

green

456
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one size

MB6632
5 Panel Mesh Cap Camouflage
Urban cap with elaborate camouflage details | Flat peak with sticker and
6 decorative stitching lines | 5 panels | Laminated front panel | Pleasant
to wear due to padded sweatband | Size-adjustment by ‚click & snap‘
fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

black/mesh-camouflage

camouflage/
black

one size

MB6636
Pro Cap Mesh 5 Panel
Stylish mesh cap with sandwich | Hip shape ‚High Profile‘ | Flat peak
with sticker and 6 decorative stitching lines | 5 panels | Laminated front
panel | Pleasant to wear due to padded sweatband | Size-adjustment by
‚click & snap‘ fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white/black navy/white

light-grey/ grey/black black/red
navy

black/
light-grey

one size

CAPS
MESH & FLAT PEAK

MB6508
5 Panel Flat Peak Cap
5 panel mesh cap with flat peak | 6 decorative stitching lines on the
peak | Padded cotton sweatband | peel-off sticker on the peak |
Size-adjustement by ‚click & snap‘ fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white gold-yellow

red

royal

navy

black

green

khaki
457
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one size

MB6635
Pro Cap Mesh 6 Panel
Stylish mesh cap with sandwich | Hip shape ‚High Profile‘ | Flat peak
with sticker and 6 decorative stitching lines | 6 panels | Laminated front
panels | Pleasant to wear due to padded sweatband | Size-adjustment
by ‚click & snap‘ fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white/
magenta

navy/white

light-grey/
black

black/red

black/
light-grey

black/
charcoal

one size

MB6509
6 Panel Flat Peak Cap
6 panel mesh cap with flat peak | 6 decorative stitching lines on the
peak | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | Padded cotton sweatband |
Peel-off sticker on the peak | Size-adjustment by ‚click & snap‘ fastener
| Super heavy brushed cotton
Mesh: 100% polyester | Peak and front panels: 100% cotton

royal

navy

white

gold-yellow

red

black

dark-green

khaki

458
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one size

MB6624
6 Panel Denim Pro Cap
Stylish 6 panel cap in ‚High Profile‘ look | Flat peak with 6 decorative
stitching lines | Cap in hip jeans fabric | Flag-label on adjuster |
Laminated front panels | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | Pleasant to
wear due to padded sweatband | Size adjustment by fastener ‚click &
snap‘
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

dark-denim/
dark-green

black-denim/
black

one size

MB6204
6 Panel Cork Flat Peak Cap

CAPS
MESH & FLAT PEAK

Streetstyle cap with flat peak made of cork | Trendy „High-profile“-look |
6 embroidered ventilation holes in contrasting colour | Pleasant to wear
due to padded sweatband | Size adjustment with ‚click & snap‘ adjuster
Outer fabric: 100% cotton | Outer fabric 2: 100% Kork

black/natural
459
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one size

MB6630
6 Panel Crown Printed Pro Cap
Trendy cap in all-over design | Hip shape ‚High Profile‘ | Flat peak with sticker and 6 decorative stitching lines | 6 panels with 6 embroidered ventilation
holes | Laminated front panels | Pleasant to wear due to padded sweatband | Size-adjustment by ‚click & snap‘ fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

flower/black

checked-camouflage/
black

camouflage/
black

city/red

460
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one size

MB6631
6 Panel Peak Printed Pro Cap
Trendy cap with peak in all-over design | Hip shape ‚High Profile‘ | Flat
peak with sticker and 6 decorative stitching lines | 6 panels with 6
embroidered ventilation holes | Laminated front panels | Pleasant to
wear due to padded sweatband | Size-adjustment by ‚click & snap‘
fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

red/city

magenta/
flower

black/checkedcamouflage

black/
camouflage

one size

MB6581
6 Panel Pro Cap
Stylish flatpeak cap in 6 panel ‚High Profile‘ look | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes in contrasting colour | Straight peak with 8 decorative
stitching lines | Trendy ‚High Profile‘ shape | Pleasant to wear due to
padded sweatband | Size-adjustement by „click & snap“ fastener | Super
heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

pink/black royal/tomato navy/white silver/black white/black

black/
sun-yellow

black/
tomato

black/pacific

black/
fern-green

one size

CAPS
MESH & FLAT PEAK

MB6634
6 Panel Pro Cap Style
Streetstyle cap | Hip shape ‚High Profile‘ | Flat peak with sticker and 8
decorative stitching lines | 6 panels with 6 embroidered ventilation
holes | Laminated front panels | Pleasant to wear due to padded
sweatband | Size-adjustment by ‚click & snap‘ fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/white

red/red

magenta/ royal/royal navy/red
magenta

navy/navy

grey/grey black/red black/grey black/black green/green
461
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S/M

L/XL

MB6215
6 Panel Elastic Fit Mesh Cap
Trendy 6 panel mesh cap | 2 embroidered ventilation holes on front panels | 8 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels |
Sizes: S/M = 56/57 cm, L/XL = 58/59 cm | Fully closed back panel
Outer fabric: 70% polyester, 30% cotton | Outer fabric 2: 100% polyester

red/black

royal/black

turquoise/
black

dark-grey-melange/black

black/black

green/black
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S/M

L/XL

MB6206
6 Panel Elastic Fit Baseball Cap

royal

navy

light-grey

white

dark-grey

black

beige

red

CAPS
ELASTIC FIT

Trendy 6 panel cap without adjuster | 6 embroidered ventilation holes the peak | 8 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels |
Perfect fit through elasthane inset and elastic sweatband | Fully closed back panel | Brushed cotton | Size S/M: 56/57 cm | Size L/XL: 58/59 cm
Outer fabric: 97% cotton, 3% elastane

463
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S/M

L/XL

MB6181
Original Flexfit® Cap
Trendy 6 panel cap without fastener | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 8 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels |
Size S/M: 56/57 cm | Size L/XL: 58/59 cm | Perfect fit due to an elasthane inset and Flexfit® band | Fully closed back panel | Brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 98% cotton, 2% elastane

white

gold-yellow

orange

red

wine

magenta

light-blue

royal

turquoise

navy

light-grey

dark-grey

black

beige

dark-brown

dark-green

green

464
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S/M

L/XL

MB6184
Flexfit® Flat Peak Cap
6 panel cap without fastener | Flat peak | 6 embroidered ventilation
holes | 8 stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels |
Size S/M: 56/57 cm | Size L/XL: 58/59 cm
Outer fabric: 87% polyacrylic, 11% wool, 2% elastane

white

red

wine

magenta purple

caribbean-blue

light-grey black dark-brown fern-green khaki
S/M

navy

olive

L/XL

MB6183
High Performance Flexfit® Cap
Functional 6 panel cap | Breathable and quick-drying | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | 8 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated
front panels | Size S/M: 56/57 cm | Size L/XL: 58/59 cm | Perfect fit due
to an elasthane inset and Flexfit® ribbon
Outer fabric: 84% polyamide, 14% cotton, 2% elastane

white
S/M

red

navy

black

L/XL

MB6187
Flexfit® Ripstop Sandwich Cap

white/
olive

red/silver navy/silver silver/
black

black/
cream

khaki/
olive

CAPS
FLEXFIT

6 panel sandwich cap with a slightly textured surface | 4 metal eyelets
on side panels | 6 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated
front panels | Sizes: S/M = 56/57 cm, L/XL = 58/59 cm | Perfect fit due
to an elasthane inset and Flexfit® ribbon | Back completely closed
Outer fabric: 97% cotton, 3% elastane

olive/
cream
465
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CAPS FOR ALL

PROMO CAPS
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one size

MB001
5 Panel Promo Cap Lightly Laminated
Promo Cap with lightly laminated front panel | 4 embroidered
ventilation holes | 2 stitching lines on the peak | Cotton sweatband |
Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

gold-yellow

orange

pink

signal-red

wine

purple

royal

navy

light-grey

dark-grey

black

lime-green

dark-green

one size

MB002
5 Panel Promo Cap Laminated

CAPS
PROMO

Promo cap with flap-lamination in front panel | 4 embroidered
ventilation holes | 6 stitching lines on the peak | Cotton sweatband |
Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

signal-red

navy

black
467
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one size

MB003
3 Panel Promo Cap
Promo cap with vertical panel and elastic band | Low-profile | Cotton
sweatband
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white gold-yellow signal-red

navy

natural

black

green

one size

MB004
6 Panel Promo Cap
Classic promo cap with laminated front panels | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | 6 stitching lines on the peak | Cotton sweatband |
Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

signal-red

navy

black

one size

MB007
Cabrio Cap
Flat hat with press-stud on the peak | Cotton sweatband |
Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white
468
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one size

MB091
6 Panel Cap Heavy Cotton
6 panel cap | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 6 stitching lines on the
peak | Laminated front panels | Padded satin sweatband |
Velcro fastener | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

gold-yellow

orange

red

burgundy

light-blue

royal

navy

light-grey

dark-grey

black

beige

dark-green

one size

MB092
5 Panel Cap Heavy Cotton

white

gold-yellow

orange

red

burgundy

light-blue

royal

navy

light-grey

dark-grey

black

beige

CAPS
PROMO

Classic cap | 4 embroidered ventilation holes | 6 stitching lines on the
peak | Laminated front panel | Padded satin sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton
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one size

MB6552
5 Panel Promo Sandwich Cap
5 panel promo cap with sandwich in contrasting colour | 4 embroidered
ventilation holes | 6 stitching lines on the peak | Lightly laminated front
panels | Velcro fastener | Cotton sweatband
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/navy

gold-yellow/
red

orange/
white

red/white

royal/white

navy/white

light-grey/
black

dark-grey/
white

black/white

lime-green/
white

one size

MB035
5 Panel Sandwich Cap
5 panel cap with contrasting sandwich | 4 embroidered ventilation holes
| 6 stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panel | Padded satin
sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

light-grey/
black

natural/navy

white/navy

red/white

navy/white

dark-grey/
light-grey

black/white

dark-green/
natural
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S/M

L/XL

MB012
Fisherman Piping Hat
Trendy hat made of soft cotton | Piping on brim partly in contrasting
colour | 4 metal eyelets | 8 stitching lines on the brim | Padded satin
sweat band | Size S/M: 56 cm, Size L/XL: 58 cm | Matching children‘s
hat MB013 | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/navy

red/black

navy/white

navy/navy

natural/navy

grey/
light-rosa

black/red

black/mint

black/black

dark-green/
beige

khaki/black

one size

MB006
Bob Hat

CAPS
PROMO

Simple promo hat | 6 stitching lines on the brim | Cotton sweat band |
Head size: 58 cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

signal-red

navy

natural

white

gold-yellow

black

green
471
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CAPS FOR ALL

SPORTS
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one size

MB6228
3 Panel Cap with UV-Protection

CAPS
SPORTS

3 panel cap with reflective elements | Functional sports cap with UV-protection 30+ | 3 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Reflective elements on
the side panels | Size adjustment by a reflective velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 95% polyester, 5% elastane

white

red

black

473
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one size

MB6116
6 Panel Outdoor-Sports-Cap
Functional and durable outdoor cap with Achievetex® coating |
Mesh-lining inside | Taped seams | Wind-and water-proof | 2 decorative
stitching lines on the peak
Outer fabric: 100% polyamide

white

stone

red

azur

navy black anthracite dark-green

one size

MB610
6 Panel Coolmax® Cap
Functional 6 panel cap made of Coolmax® extreme | Lining made of
mesh | Breathable and quick-drying | Excellent moisture transport |
6 embroidered ventilation holes | 8 decorative stitching lines on the
peak | Padded polyester sweat band | Velcro fastener | Polyester
Coolmax®
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white

red

navy

black

chrome

one size

MB6205
6 Panel Function Cap
Soft microfibre surface | Wind-and water-repellent | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | 6 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Soft mesh
lining | Laminated front panels | Pleasant to wear thanks to the padded
sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

navy

natural

black

khaki

474
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S/M

L/XL

MB6701
Fisherman Function Hat
Soft microfibre surface | Wind-and water-repellent | Soft mesh lining |
Lightly lined brim | Pleasant to wear
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

navy

natural

black

khaki

one size

MB6135
6 Panel Polyester Peach Cap
Functional cap with smooth microfibre surface | Wind- and water-repellent | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 8 decorative stitching lines on
the peak | Laminated front panels | Padded satin sweat band | Velcro
fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white

red

tomato

grenadine

atlantic

navy

iron-grey

black

beige

lemon

dark-green

green

one size

MB6155
6 Panel Pack-a-Cap

white

orange

burgundy

light-blue

navy

light-grey

dark-grey

black

dark-green

light-khaki

CAPS
SPORTS

Foldable 6 panel cap made of soft microfibre | Wind- and water-repellent | Breathable | Low- profile | 6 embroidered ventilation holes |
Preformed, sturdy peak, foldable in the middle | Sporty band with clip
fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

475
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one size

MB6156
6 Panel Micro-Edge Sports Cap
Sporty 6 panel cap made of microfibre for all weather conditions |
Wind- and water-repellent | Breathable | Contrasting piping around the
cap | 4 mesh-insets for ventilation | Low- profile | Fast-drying terry
sweat band
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white/ burgundy/ light-blue/ navy/ light-grey/
navy
black
navy
white
black

black/
light-grey

light-khaki/
black

one size

MB6538
Laser Cut Cap
Sporty 8 panel cap made of soft microfibre | Back panels with
decorative laser cut summer fabric | 2 embroidered eyelets |
4 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Lightly laminated front panels |
Microfibre padded sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white yellow orange

red

royal

mint turquoise navy

silver

black lime-green

one size

MB6522
5 Panel Sportive Cap
Extremely light functional 5 panel cap made of soft microfibre | Windand water-repellent | Lateral mesh insets | Lateral metal eyelets |
Contrasting border and attachment at the peak | Fast-drying terry
sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

476
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light-grey

sunny-lime/
light-grey

pink/
light-grey

red/
light-grey

royal/
light-grey

lime-green/
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one size

MB6580
5 Panel Sports Cap
Functional 3 panel cap | Breathable, moisture-adjusting and quick-drying
| dynamically positioned mesh-insets | Pre-formed, edged peak with 2
decorative flatlock seams | Comfortable, low-profile shape | Pleasant to
wear due to padded polyester sweatband
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white/white

tomato/black

grenadine/
iron-grey

atlantic/
black

iron-grey/
lemon

black/
atlantic

lemon/
iron-grey

green/
iron-grey

one size

MB6202
6 Panel Polyester Cap

red/black

nautic-blue/
navy

navy/royal

iron-grey/
green

black/red

black/silver

CAPS
SPORTS

6 panel cap with casual decorative embroidery | Reflective piping |
Lower peak in contrasting colour | „Low-profile“ look
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

477
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one size

MB6545
Running Sunvisor
Sporty sunvisor | Contrasting insets | Peak and crown with contrasting
border | Reflective IQseen™ prints according to EN ISO 20471:2013 |
Sweatband made of shell fabric | Clip fastener in mat silver with metal
eyelet
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white/white

white/red

white/black

pink/black

red/black

turquoise/
black

navy/white

navy/red

black/white

black/
neon-yellow

black/red

one size

MB6544
Running 4 Panel Cap
Low- profile 4 panel cap | Sporty and dynamic contrasting insets | Peak
and panel edges in contrasting colours | Reflective IQseen™ prints
according to EN ISO 20471:2013 | Sweatband made of shell fabric |
Matching the JN Running Collection
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white/white

white/red

white/black

pink/black

red/black

turquoise/
black

navy/white

navy/red

black/white

black/
neon-yellow

black/red

478
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one size

MB6503
Economic X-Tube Polyester
Multi-functional tube that can be worn in 12 different ways |
Size: approx. 25 x 50 cm
Outer fabric (120 g/m²): 100% polyester

white

orange

red-melange bright-pink

light-blue bright-blue

graphite

black

sky-blue

black-melange

pink

royal

brightgreen

red

bright-yellow

tomato

gold-yellow

bright-orange

turquoise blue-melange

ferngreen

acid-yellow

navy

irish-green dark-green

purple

light-grey

khaki

one size

MB074
X-Tube Cotton
Multi-functional tube fabric with 12 possibilities to wear | Very elastic
jersey | Size: approx. 25 x 50 cm
Outer fabric (145 g/m²): 95% cotton, 5% elastane

stone sun-yellow gold-yellow orange

pink

red

turquoise

navy

CAPS
SPORTS

white

tomato

light-grey

light-blue

sky-blue

royal

black lime-green fern-green dark-green

khaki
479
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one size

MB6123
Sandwich Sunvisor
Trendy sunvisor with contrasting sandwich | decorative stitching lines on
the peak | Velcro fastener | Brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/navy

gold-yellow/
white

orange/
white

light-pink/
white

red/white

burgundy/
white

light-blue/
white

royal/white

navy/white

black/white

green/white

one size

MB096
Fashion Sunvisor
Classic sunvisor in a lot of colours | 3 stitching lines on the peak |
Padded cotton sweatband | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

yellow

red

royal

navy

black

480
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Certified by CU 853836

MB7113
Bio Cotton Beanie
Fashionable beanie in casual style | Narrow roll hem | 100% Combed
ring-spun organic cotton | Single jersey
Outer fabric (120 g/m²): 100% cotton

carmine-redmelange

wine

lightdenim-melange

navy

grey-heather

graphite

black

blackheather

t

rd
da

con

en

00

O

one size
ANIC 1
RG

t stan

Certified by CU 853836

MB7135
Bio Cotton Headband

CAPS
SPORTS

Extra-wide headband | 100% combed, ring-spun organic cotton, single
jersey
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

acid-yellow

orange

red

cobalt

royal

light-denim-melange

navy

grey-heather

black
481
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one size

MB6530
Functional Bandana Hat
Breathable bandana hat | Suitable accessory for the JN Running
Collection
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white

bright-yellow yellow orange bright-pink red

purple bright-blue

navy

silver

royal

black

mint

brightorange

turquoise

lilac

titan bright-green lime-green

one size

MB041
Bandana Hat
Trendy bandana to be tied up at the neck
Outer fabric: 97% polyester, 3% cotton

white

purple

dark-grey

sun-yellow gold-yellow

royal

black

turquoise

orange

pink

red

petrol

navy

light-grey

lime-green dark-green

khaki

olive

482
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one size

MB6524
Triangular Scarf
Multi-functional triangular scarf | Size: approx. 85 x 40 cm
Outer fabric: 97% polyester, 3% cotton

white

sun-yellow gold-yellow

purple

royal

dark-grey

turquoise

orange

pink

petrol

black lime-green dark-green

red

navy

light-grey

khaki

olive

one size

MB040
Bandana
Multi-functional accessory | Size: approx. 50 x 50 cm
Outer fabric: 97% polyester, 3% cotton

sun-yellow gold-yellow

orange

pink

red

navy

light-grey

khaki

olive

CAPS
SPORTS

white

purple

royal

dark-grey

black

turquoise

petrol

lime-green dark-green

483
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one size

MB7125
Running Beanie
Sporty running cap | Moisture-regulating and quick-drying | Breathable |
Light and pleasant to wear
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white

bright-yellow

bright-pink

tomato

bright-orange

bright-blue

navy

black

titan

bright-green

one size

MB7126
Running Headband
Extra-wide headband | Moisture-regulating and quick-drying |
Breathable | Light and pleasant to wear
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white

bright-yellow

bright-pink

tomato

bright-orange

bright-blue

navy

black

titan

bright-green

484
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one size

MB6503
Economic X-Tube Polyester
Multi-functional tube that can be worn in 12 different ways |
Size: approx. 25 x 50 cm
Outer fabric (120 g/m²): 100% polyester

white bright-yellow acid-yellow gold-yellow

orange

red-melange bright-pink

light-blue bright-blue

graphite

sky-blue

pink

royal

red

tomato bright-orange purple

turquoise blue-melange

black black-melange bright-green fern-green

irish-green

navy

light-grey

dark-green

khaki

one size

MB074
X-Tube Cotton
Multi-functional tube fabric with 12 possibilities to wear | Very elastic
jersey | Size: approx. 25 x 50 cm
Outer fabric (145 g/m²): 95% cotton, 5% elastane

stone sun-yellow gold-yellow orange

pink

red
CAPS
SPORTS

white

tomato

light-grey

light-blue

black

sky-blue

lime-green

royal

fern-green

turquoise

navy

dark-green

khaki
485
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one size

MB042
Terry Headband
Terry headband for sports and leisure activities | Size: approx. 5.5 cm
Outer fabric: 80% cotton, 20% elastane

white light-yellow gold-yellow orange light-pink

aqua

royal

turquoise navy

pink

red

light-blue

light-grey black lime-green green

one size

MB043
Terry Wristband
Wristband made of soft terry fabric | Size: approx. 8 cm | Individual
packing
Outer fabric: 80% cotton, 20% elastane

white light-yellow gold-yellow orange light-pink

pink

aqua

black

royal turquoise

navy light-grey

red

light-blue

lime-green green

one size

MB044
Sporty Wristband
Extra-wide wristband made of terry fabric | Size: approx. 12 cm |
Individual packing
Outer fabric: 80% cotton, 20% elastane

white light-yellow gold-yellow orange light-pink

aqua

pink

red

light-blue

royal turquoise navy light-grey black lime-green green
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one size

MB431
Sport Towel
High quality sports towel with loop for easy attachment |
Size: approx. 30 x 130 cm | Cotton terry 380 g/m²
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

red

tomato

grenadine

atlantic

dark-navy

iron-grey

black

lime-green

lemon

green

one size

MB432
Golf Towel

CAPS
TOWELS

Golf sheet made of velours with eyelet and karabiner |
Size: approx. 30 x 50 cm/11 x 50 cm (folded) | Velours 400 g/m²
Outer fabric (400 g/m²): 100% cotton

navy

red

fuchsia

atlantic

dark-royal

anthracite

lime-green

lemon

dark-green
487
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one size

MB6621
6 Panel Workwear Cap
High-quality 6 panel cap | Durable, hard-wearing mixed material |
6 embroidered ventilation holes | 6 decorative stitching lines on the
peak | Laminated front panels | Pleasant to wear due to padded
sweatband | Clip fastener in mat silver with metal eyelet
Outer fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

white

stone

sun-yellow

pink

red

royal

atlantic

navy

carbon

black

dark-green

green

one size

MB6574
6 Panel Craftsmen Cap

CAPS
WORK

6 Panel sandwich cap in sturdy workwear style | Design elements in the
style of workwear James & Nicholson on peak and rear panel | Sturdy
fabrics | Unbrushed Surface | 6 embroidered ventilation holes in
contrasting colour | Laminated front panels | Padded sweatband
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white/
carbon/black

red/black/
white

black/carbon/
white

navy/navy/
white

dark-green/
black/white
489
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one size

MB6192
Security Cap
Original 6 panel cap with reflective border around the peak |
6 embroidered ventilation holes | 6 decorative stitching lines on the
peak | Low profile | Matching children‘s cap ref. MB6193 | Reflective
velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

yellow

red

navy

royal

black

one size

MB6556
Powercap™ 3-Way Lighting
LED Premium 6 Panel Cap | 3 LED diodes (3-way lighting technology) |
Including 4 batteries CR-2032 for min. 75 hrs | Easy to switch on and
off at the touch of a button on the lower peak | 6 embroidered
ventilation holes | Low-profile | Padded satin sweatband | Velcro
fastener
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

black
490
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one size

MB6225
Safety-Cap
6 panel cap with reflective elements | 4 embroidered ventilation holes |
6 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Reflective insets on the panels
| Laminated front panels | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

neon-yellow

neon-orange

navy

black

one size

MB036
Neon-Reflex-Cap
Functional 6 panel cap in loud neon colours | 2 embroidered ventilation
holes | 4 stitching lines on the peak | Contrasting piping around the cap
| Laminated front panels | Padded satin sweat band | Reflective velcro
fastener and border around the peak
Outer fabric: 100% polyamide

neon-yellow/
neon-orange

neon-orange/
neon-yellow

one size

MB022
6 Panel Chef Cap

red

navy

black

dark-green

CAPS
WORK

Trendy cap without peak | 2 embroidered ventilation holes | Knitted
brim | Padded satin sweatband | Velcro fastener | Super heavy brushed
cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

light-khaki
491
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CAPS FOR ALL

KIDS
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one size

MB7010
5 Panel Kids’ Cap
Trendy children‘s cap with a large peak | 4 embroidered ventilation holes | 6 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Size: 54 cm/from the age of 4 | Low
profile | Padded satin sweat band | Matching adults‘ cap ref. MB6111 | Velcro fastener | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

yellow

gold-yellow

gold-yellow/
royal/red/navy

orange

pink

signal-red

burgundy

aqua

royal

turquoise

navy

light-grey

dark-grey

black

dark-khaki

dark-brown

lime-green

dark-green

green

CAPS
KIDS

white
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one size

MB071
5 Panel Polyester Mesh Cap for Kids
Trendy 5 panel mesh cap in many colour combinations | 6 stitching lines
on the peak | Size: 54 cm/from the age of 4 | Fashion sweatband |
Matching adults‘ cap ref. MB070 | Size-adjustment by „click & snap“
fastener
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white/red

white/
light-blue

white/white

white/
gold-yellow

white/
baby-pink

white/navy

white/black

black/black

one size

MB6193
Security Cap for Kids
Original 6 panel cap with reflective border around the peak | 6
embroidered ventilation holes | 6 decorative stitching lines on the peak
| Low-profile | Size: 54cm/from the age of 4 | Matching adults‘ cap ref.
MB6192 | Reflective velcro fastener | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

yellow

red

royal

navy

black
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one size

MB7018
Military Cap for Kids
Trendy cap in military style made of sturdy cotton | 4 lateral metal
eyelets | Padded cotton sweatband | Size: 54cm/from the age of 4 |
Velcro fastener | Matching cap for adults see ref. MB095
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

orange

red

navy

dark-grey

black

dark-brown

anthracite

dark-green

khaki

olive

one size

MB013
Fisherman Piping Hat for Kids

CAPS
KIDS

Trendy children‘s hat made of smooth cotton | Piping on brim partly in
contrasting colour | 4 metal eyelets | 8 stitching lines on the brim |
Padded satin sweatband | Size: 54 cm/from the age of 4 | Matching hat
for adults see ref. MB012 | Heavy brushed cotton
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

natural/navy

white/navy

red/black

navy/white

navy/navy

black/red

black/black

dark-green/
beige

khaki/black
495
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FASTENERS OVERVIEW
Velcro fastener

Velcro-fastener with
silicone-loop

Velcro-fastener with
sporty tape for size adjustment

Reflective velcro fastener

Metal buckle in mat silver with
press stud and embroidered eyelet

Metal buckle in mat silver with
press stud and embroidered eyelet

Metal buckle in mat silver with
press stud and metal eyelet

New generation buckle

Clip fastener with brass buckle
and embroidered eyelet

Clip fastener with silver buckle
and embroidered eyelet

Clip fastener with buckle in mat silver
and embroidered eyelet

Clip buckle in mat silver with
contrasting piping and
embroidered eyelet

Clip fastener in shiny silver with embossed
Clip fastener in graphite grey with
myrtle beach logo and metal eyelet
embossed myrtle beach logo and metal eyelet

Clip fastener in mat silver
with metal eyelet

CAPS
FASTENERS-OVERVIEW

Clip fastener in mat silver
with metal eyelet

„click & snap“ fastener

Sportive band with clip fastener

Fully closed back panel

Elastic band

New velcro fastener

Zip fastener

497
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CAPS 2 PRINT
MB 001

MB 002

MB 003

MB 006

MB 007

MB 012 | 013

MB 035

MB 070

MB 071

MB 092

MB 095

MB 609

MB 6117

MB 6207

MB 6211

MB 6228

498
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MB 6508

MB 6522

MB 6526

MB 6544

MB 6545

MB 6550

MB 6552

MB 6555

MB 6580

MB 6621

MB 6636

MB 7010

MB 7018

MB 9412

CAPS
CAPS2PRINT

MB 6502
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BEANIES, SCARVES & GLOVES

FASHION
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one size

MB7975
Knitted Hat with Shiny Effect
Elegant knitted hat with sparkle yarn effects | Lavish design with
various knitting techniques | Section in purl knitting offers space for
decoration | Twin-rib on border | Fake fur pompon
Outer fabric: 74% polyacrylic, 26% polyamide | Fake-fur: 70%
polyacrylic, 30% polyester

navy

natural

black

one size

MB7129
Ladies´ Winter Beanie
Elegant knitted beanie with extra large pompon | Fashionable rib
pattern with wide brim | Pleasantly soft touch
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Imitation fur: 80% polyacrylic, 20%
polyester

red

royal

black

one size

MB7130
Knitted Beanie

BEANIES & SCARVES
FASHION

Classic knitted beanie with contrasting stripes | Twin layer knitting |
Without brim
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

off-white/
navy

burgundy/
black

navy/
off-white

black/
burgundy
503
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one size

MB7128
Soft Knitted Beanie
2-coloured beanie in coarse knitting | Soft and fluffy touch | Extra wide brim in contrasting colour
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

off-white/carbon

light-grey/
carbon

carbon/
off-white

carbon/
light-grey

504
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one size

MB7134
Camouflage Beanie
Classic knitted beanie in fashionable camouflage design | Twin layer
knitting | Without brim
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

graphite/
light-grey

olive-brown

one size

MB7117
Elegant Knitted Beanie

BEANIES & SCARVES
FASHION

Multi-coloured knitted beanie with contrasting border | Classic cut |
Pleasant to wear due to wide brim
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

indian-red/
white

navy/white

black/silver

505
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one size

MB7993
Urban Knitted Hat
Melange knitted hat in fashionable rib-design | Broad unicoloured
rib-design all around the beanie | Extra long form | Imitation leather
label on the edge | Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band on the inside
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

plum/
glacier-grey

navy/silver

glacier-grey/
carbon

coal-black/
grey

one size

MB7109
Cotton Hat
Trendy knitted hat made of cotton | Border with fashionable rib pattern |
Imitation leather label on the edge
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

navy

grey-melange

black

506
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one size

MB7992
Urban Beanie
Melange beanie with brim | Up-to-date cut | Rib-design | Imitation
leather label on the brim
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

dark-red/
black-melange

grey/
navy-melange

black/
carbon-melange

dark-green/
black-melange

one size

MB7122
Melange Beanie

dark-redmelange

bluemelange

denimmelange

BEANIES & SCARVES
FASHION

Melange knitted beanie with brim | Twin-layer knitting | Fashionable cut
Outer fabric: 50% polyacrylic, 50% polyester

blackmelange

507
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one size

MB7118
Casual Long Beanie
Casual extra-long beanie | Twin layer knitting | Modern cut | Two-coloured
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

indian-red/
black

denim/navy

silver/black

508
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one size

MB7115
Ladies’ Melange Beanie
Melange knitted beanie with brim and large pompon | Contrasting
highlights on brim | Coarse knitting of melange yarns | Pleasant to wear
thanks to fleece band on the inside
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

plum/white

navy/white

coal-black/
grey

one size

MB7114
Men’s Melange Beanie

BEANIES & SCARVES
FASHION

Melange beanie with brim in coarse knitting | Contrasting highlights on
brim | Melange yarns | Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band on the
inside
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

plum/white

navy/white

coal-black/
grey
509
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one size

MB7967
Pompon Hat with Brim
Knitted hat with brim and pompon | Twin layer knitting
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

tomato/silver

azur/yellow

yellow/azur

orange/rust

berry/maroon

graphite/
fern-green

black/pacific

fern-green/
yellow

one size

MB7540
Knitted Cap with Pompon
Trendy pompon cap in a lot of colours | Twin layer knitting
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

white/aqua

white/
lime-green

off-white

burgundy

purple

light-blue/
off-white

navy

navy/red

dark-grey/
light-grey

black

black/orange

black/red

dark-brown/
khaki

dark-green/
white
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one size

one size

MB7119
Fine Crocheted Headband

MB7120
Fine Crocheted Beanie

Headband in fine crochet look | Inside of headband with integrated
fleece band - pleasant to wear
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

Crocheted beanie with pompon | Fine crochet look | Inside with
incorporated fleece band makes beanie pleasant to wear | Fake fur
pompon
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

red

off-white/
brown

red/silver
BEANIES & SCARVES
FASHION

off white

burnt-orange

cobalt

indigo-blue

navy

burnt-orange/
silver

cobalt/silver

indigo-blue/
silver

navy/silver

silvermelange

graphite

black

fern-green

silver-melange/
black

graphite/
silver

black/silver

fern-green/
silver
511
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one size

one size

MB7947
Crocheted Headband

MB7940
Crocheted Cap with Pompon

Extra-wide headband | Coarse crochet-look
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

Trendy 3-coloured crocheted cap with pompon | Coarse mesh structure |
Handmade
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

yellow/pacific/
white

neon-orange/
neon-green/black

red/black/
white

purple/lime-green/
white

orange

red

purple

aqua

navy

silver

carbon

black

lime-green

aqua/lime-green/ pacific/neon-orange/
white
white

carbon/
orange/white

black/silver/
white

navy/red/
white

neon-green/
neon-pink/black

512
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one size

one size

MB7941
Casual Outsized Crocheted Cap

MB7939
Unicoloured Crocheted Cap with
Pompon
Häkelmütze mit Pompon | Grobe Häkeloptik | Handgearbeitet
Oberstoff: 100% Polyacryl

BEANIES & SCARVES
FASHION

Lässige übergroße Häkelmütze | Grobe Häkeloptik | Handgearbeitet |
Mützeninnenseite mit eingearbeitetem Fleeceband für einen angenehmen Tragekomfort
Oberstoff: 100% Polyacryl

orange

red

aqua

navy

silver

carbon

black

lime-green

navy

silver

red

purple

carbon

black
513
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one size

MB7103
Wintersport Hat
Knitted hat with contrasting border | Trendy, coarse rib pattern | Pleasant
to wear thanks to fleece band on the inside | Colour black also available
without contrasting stripe
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Fleece trimming: 100% polyester

black/white

black/
acid-yellow

black/
grenadine

black/aqua

black/silver

black/black

one size

MB7984
Wintersport Beanie
Casual beanie with extra large pompon | Purl knitting with continuous
seam | Fake fur pompon
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Imitation fur: 70% polyacrylic, 30%
polyester

white/black

acid-yellow/
black

grenadine/
black

aqua/black

silver/black

black/black

514
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one size

MB7964
Pompon Hat with Contrast Stripe

orange/aqua

red/white

blue/white

navy/white

carbon/
yellow

carbon/red

black/pink

black/
turquoise

black/
light-grey

black/
neon-green

lime-green/
dark-purple

green/
acid-yellow

BEANIES & SCARVES
FASHION

Crocheted hat with contrasting border and pompon | Handmade | Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band on the inside
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

515
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one size

MB7107
Ladies’ Winter Hat
Knitted cap with contrasting stripe and pompon | Trendy rib-design | Fake fur pompon
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Imitation fur: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyester | Fleece trimming: 100% polyester

pink/silver

light-red/
silver

cobalt/silver

navy/silver

silver/black

spring-green/
silver

516
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one size

MB7985
Coarse Knitted Hat
Casual beanie in fashionable design | Coarse knitting of high-quality slub
yarns | Ruffled at the centre back for a perfect fit | Fleece band on the
inside makes it pleasant to wear
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

plum

coal-black

pine-green

one size

MB7986
Coarse Knitted Hat with Pompon

plum/
glacier-grey

coal-black/
glacier-grey

BEANIES & SCARVES
FASHION

Casual knitted hat with large pompon | Coarse knitting in high-quality
slub yarns | Ribbed at the front | Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band
on the inside
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

pine-green/
glacier-grey

517
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BEANIES, SCARVES & GLOVES

BEANIES & SCARVES
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one size

MB6226
Dandy Cap
Flat beanie with concealed peak | Sporty, short shape in melange-look |
Cotton sweat band | Velcro fastener
Outer fabric: 70% polyester, 30% cotton | Lining: 100% cotton

indigo/black

light-grey/
black

dark-grey/
black
one size

MB7308
Elegant Scarf
Elegant woven scarf | Border with twisted fringes | Smooth, soft touch
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

royal

navy

light-grey

black

olive

BEANIES & SCARVES
BEANIES, SCARVES
&GLOVES

red

519
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one size

MB7132
Fine Knitted Beanie
Elegant knitted beanie | Trendy rolled edge | Stocking stitch | Fine
contrasting stripes
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

black/sand

sand/black

one size

MB7309
Fine Knitted Scarf
Extra long woven scarf with fine contrasting stripes | Stocking stitch |
Border with long fringes
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

black/sand
S/M

sand/black

L/XL

MB7133
Fine Knitted Gloves
Knitted gloves with wide turn-up | Extremely soft touch | Sizes S/M, L/
XL
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

black

sand

520
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one size

MB7990
Roll-Up Beanie
Casual, extra-long beanie | Fashionable rolled edge
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

rose ¹

dark-red

light-blue ¹

dark-denim

light-grey

black

light-green ¹

dark-olive

one size

MB7302
Roll-Up Scarf

BEANIES & SCARVES
BEANIES, SCARVES
&GLOVES

Casual loop scarf | Fashionable rolled edge | Stocking stitch | 75 x 45 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

light-grey
¹ new colour
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black
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one size

one size

MB7104
Fancy Yarn Hat

MB7303
Fancy Yarn Scarf

Multi-coloured hat with brim and pompon | Made of soft, coloured
effect yarn | 3D look with integrated wave pattern | Pleasant to wear
thanks to fleece band on the inside
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Fleece trimming: 100% polyester

Multi-coloured loop scarf | Made of soft coloured effect yarn | 3D look
with integrated wave pattern
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

red-melange

turquoise-melange

navy-melange

turquoise-melange

grey-melange ¹

522
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one size

MB7977
Coarse Knitting Hat
Casual hat in coarse knitting with pompon | Coarse knitting of high-quality slub yarns | Soft and fluffy touch | Fleece band on the inside for
comfort
Outer fabric: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyamide | Lining: 100% polyester

pink/
off-white

navy/
off-white

natural/
off-white

carbon/
off-white

green/
off-white

one size

MB7981
Coarse Loop Scarf
Casual loop scarf in coarse knitting | Coarse knit fabric of high-quality
slub yarns | Soft and fluffy touch | Measurements: 65 x 20 cm
Outer fabric: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyamide

pink/
off-white

navy/
off-white

natural/
off-white

carbon/
off-white

green/
off-white

one size

MB7983
Twisted Loop Scarf

BEANIES & SCARVES
BEANIES, SCARVES
&GLOVES

Coarse loop scarf in twin-layer knitting | Twisted effectively, elaborate
workmanship | 32 x 25 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

rose/
dark-grey

navy/blue

ivory/natural

dark-grey/
silver

black/
dark-grey
523
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one size

MB7105
Highloft Fleece Hat
Casual cap with extra-large pompon | High-quality slub yarns | Pleasant
to wear thanks to highloft fleece on the inside
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Fleece trimming: 100% polyester

pink/white

royal/black

light-grey/
black

dark-grey/
black

kiwi/black

one size

MB7304
Highloft Fleece Loop

BEANIES & SCARVES
BEANIES, SCARVES
&GLOVES

Loop scarf with fluffy highloft fleece-lining | High-quality slub yarns |
Attractive diamond pattern | 37 x 30 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

pink/white

royal/black

light-grey/
black

dark-grey/
black

kiwi/black
525
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one size

MB7973
Fancy Winter Hat
Casual oversize knitted hat | Contrasting accents | Melange yarns | Ends
in double rib
Outer fabric: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyamide

navy-melange/azur

carbon-melange/
acid-yellow

carbon-melange/
silver

maroon-melange/
berry

one size

MB7972
Fancy Winter Scarf
Casual, oversize knitted scarf | Contrasting accents | Melange yarns |
Ends in double rib | Measeurements: 190 x 30 cm
Outer fabric: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyamide

navy-melange/
azur

carbon-melange/
acid-yellow

carbon-melange/
silver

maroon-melange/
berry

526
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one size

MB7988
Ribbed Beanie
Attractive beanie with brim | Effective accents due to two-coloured
rib-design
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

dark-red/
anthracite

anthracite/
black

dark-olive/
anthracite
one size

MB7989
Ribbed Scarf

BEANIES & SCARVES
BEANIES, SCARVES
&GLOVES

Attractive knitted scarf | Effective accents due to two-coloured
rib-design | Scarf with lavish fringe | 180 x 21 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

dark-red/
anthracite

anthracite/
black

dark-olive/
anthracite

527
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one size

MB7116
Traditional Beanie
Melange knitted beanie with brim | Lightly roughened surface | Knitted
right/left
Outer fabric: 60% polyacrylic, 40% polyester

red/anthracite-melange

anthracite-melange/red

brown-melange/
purple

beige/brown-melange

brown-melange/beige

one size

MB7305
Traditional Scarf
Melange knitted scarf | Lightly roughened surface | Knitted right/left |
Effective highlights due to two-coloured rib-design on both ends
Outer fabric: 60% polyacrylic, 40% polyester

red/anthracite-melange

anthracite-melange/red

brown-melange/
purple

beige/
brown-melange

brown-melange/beige

528
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one size

MB503
Rib-Beanie
Tight-fitting knitted cap with ribbed border | Size: S/M
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

off-white

red

navy

light-grey-melange

dark-grey-melange

black

dark-green

green

one size

MB504
Knitted Scarf
Coarse-knitted scarf with hems | Size: 165 cm long, 25 cm wide
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

off-white

light-grey-melange
S/M

red

dark-grey-melange

navy

black

green

L/XL

MB505
Knitted Gloves

BEANIES & SCARVES
BEANIES, SCARVES
&GLOVES

Knitted gloves with ribbed cuffs for men and women | Sizes S/M, L/XL
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic
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red

navy

light-grey-melange

dark-grey-melange

black

dark-green

green

529
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one size

MB7979
Melange Hat Basic
Elegant knitted hat with brim | Stocking stitch in fashionable cut | Brim
with trendy rib pattern | Available as a set with gloves and scarf
Outer fabric: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyamide

dark-red
S/M

navy

black

granite

racing-green

L/XL

MB7980
Melange Gloves Basic
Elegant knitted gloves made of melange yarns | Stocking stitch with
twin-layer cuffs | Cuffs with trendy rib pattern | Available as a set with
scarf and hat
Outer fabric: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyamide

dark-red

navy

black

granite

racing-green

one size

MB7978
Melange Scarf Basic
Elegant knitted scarf made of melange yarns | Border in twin layer
knitting, stocking stitch | Border with trendy rib pattern | Available as a
set with gloves and hat | Measurements: 180 x 25 cm
Outer fabric: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyamide

dark-red

navy

black

granite

racing-green

530
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one size

MB7994
Promotion Beanie
Knitted beanie in rib-design | Area in purl knitting at the front, 8 x 6 cm,
offers space for decoration | Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band on
the inside
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Lining: 100% polyester

light-red

navy

royal

black

spring-green

one size

MB7995
Promotion Scarf

light-red

navy

BEANIES & SCARVES
BEANIES, SCARVES
&GLOVES

Knitted scarf in rib-design | Area in purl knitting at one end of the scarf,
20 x 12 cm, offers space for decoration | 180 x 30 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

royal

black

spring-green

531
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one size

MB7307
Elegant Loop Scarf
Woven loop scarf | Soft and pleasant to wear | Finely rolled edges | 85 x
50 cm
Outer fabric: 65% polyester, 35% viscose

light-grey-melange

anthracite-melange

one size

MB7306
Fine Knitted Scarf
Fine knitted scarf made of melange yarns | Knitted right/left with rolled
edges on the long ends | 190 x 75 cm
Outer fabric: 80% polyacrylic, 20% polyamide

navy-melange

light-grey-melange

denim-melange

anthracite-melange

532
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one size

MB7974
Herringbone Scarf

BEANIES & SCARVES
BEANIES, SCARVES
&GLOVES

Attractive woven scarf in discreet herring bone pattern | Scarf with twisted fringe | Smooth, soft hand
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

dark-red

navy

anthracite

533
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one size

MB7550
Knitted Cap
Classic knitted cap with brim | Twin layer knitting
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

dark-grey/
light-grey

orange/black

navy/
gold-yellow

navy/red

navy/grey

black/red

black/grey

lime-green/
black

olive/
gold-yellow

one size

MB7501
Knitted Cap for Kids
Classic knitted cap for children | Twin layer knitting | Matching adults‘
cap ref. MB7500
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

red

off-white

neon-yellow

gold-yellow

girl-pink

light-blue

royal

navy

black

534
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one size

MB7500
Knitted Cap
Classic knitted cap in a lot of colours | Twin layer knitting | Matching children‘s cap ref. MB7501
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

off-white

bright-yellow
¹

yellow

orange

bright-pink ¹

red

bright-orange ¹
BEANIES & SCARVES
BASIC

white ¹

burgundy ¹

magenta ¹

dark-purple

light-blue ¹

aqua

royal

mint ¹

petrol ¹

navy

dark-navy

grey-melange

light-grey-melange

black

sand

chocolate ¹

bright-green
¹

lime-green

smaragd ¹

dark-green

olive ¹

¹ new colour
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one size

one size

MB7112
Knitted Promotion Beanie

MB7111
Basic Knitted Beanie

Very light knitted promotion beanie with brim | Classic cut | Pleasant to
wear thanks to wide brim
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

Knitted promotion beanie with brim | Trendy cut
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

red

royal

navy

grey-melange

light-grey-melange

black

denim-melange

grey-melange

light-grey-melange

navy

black

536
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one size

MB7580
Beanie No.1

off-white

yellow

orange

girl-pink

red

burgundy

royal

navy

grey-melange

light-grey-melange

black

lime-green

dark-green

BEANIES & SCARVES
BASIC

Slim-fitting knitted cap without brim | Twin layer knitting
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

537
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one size

MB7584
Beanie with Contrasting Border
Tight-fitting knitted cap without brim | Twin layer knitting
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

white/
lime-green

yellow/
light-grey

red/black

royal/red

turquoise/
lime-green

navy/white

navy/red

light-grey/
burgundy

light-grey/
dark-grey

light-grey/
black

black/orange

black/red

lime-green/
royal

grey-melange/ black/white
light-grey-melange

one size

MB7955
Knitted Long Beanie
Casual, extra-long knitted cap | Twin layer knitting
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

orange

pink

petrol

navy

light-greymelange

darkgreymelange

black

lime-green

BEANIES & SCARVES
BASIC

yellow

539
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one size

MB7102
Knitted Hat
Knitted hat in classic rib pattern | Contrasting stripe | Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band on the inside | Colour black also available without
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Fleece trimming: 100% polyester

red/black

ink/black

black/
off-white

black/black

coffee/black

jungle-green/
black

540
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one size

MB7923
Rib Beanie
Knitted cap in rib look | Twin layer knitting
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic

off-white

orange

red

navy

ash

black

lime-green

dark-green

one size

MB7925
Knitted Beanie with Fleece Inset

off-white

red

navy

light-greymelange

black

lime-green

BEANIES & SCARVES
BASIC

Knitted cap with fleece inset around the forehead | Rib-look at the
bottom
Outer fabric: 70% polyacrylic, 30% wool | Lining: 100% polyester

541
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one size

MB7100
Jersey Beanie
Made of high-quality single jersey | Perfect fit due to elasthane | Twin
layer
Outer fabric: 95% cotton, 5% elastane

navy

greymelange

black

blackmelange

one size

MB7926
Cotton Beanie
Close-fitting beanie without brim | Twin layer knitting
Outer fabric: 55% cotton, 45% polyacrylic

navy

natural

black

mud

one size

MB7937
Warm Knitted Cap
Warm knitted cap with Thinsulate™ lining | Wide brim | Coarse knit
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Padding: 100% polyester

red

navy

dark-greymelange

black

542
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one size

MB7551
Knitted Cap Thinsulate™
Warm knitted cap with interlining made of Thinsulate™ | Twin layer knitting
Outer fabric: 100% polyacrylic | Interlining: 100% polyester

neon-yellow

red

burgundy ¹

royal

navy

light-grey

dark-greymelange

black

dark-green

BEANIES & SCARVES
BASIC

off-white

¹ new colour
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S/M

L/XL

MB7948
Touch-Screen Fleece Gloves
Functional microfleece gloves | Anti-pilling microfleece | Integrated
elastic band on wrist | Comfortable thumb and forefinger openings
Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100% polyester

navy
S/M

black

L/XL

MB7949
Touch-Screen Knitted Gloves
Functional knitted gloves | Integrated metallic fibres on finger tips for
optimum handling of touch screen surfaces | Sizes: S/M, L/XL
Outer fabric: 80% polyacrylic, 14% polyester, 5% elastane, 1% metal
fibres

black
544
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one size

MB7300
Winter X-Tube
X-Tube with reflective stripe | Warm fleece lining | Very elastic and
shape retaining single jersey | 30 x 50 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyester | Lining: 100% polyester

white/carbon bright-yellow/
carbon

bright-pink/
carbon

red/carbon

bright-orange/
carbon

bright-blue/
carbon

royal/carbon

navy/carbon grey-melange/ grey-heather/
carbon
carbon

black/carbon

fern-green/
carbon

one size

MB7131
Fleece Beanie

red/carbon

bright-blue/
carbon

navy/carbon

grey-heather/
carbon

black/carbon

fern-green/
carbon

BEANIES & SCARVES
FLEECE

Casual beanie with fleece border in contrasting colour | Elastic,
shape-retaining single jersey | Inside made of warm fleece
Outer fabric: 100% polyester | Lining: 100% polyester

545
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one size

MB7127
Structured Beanie
Stretch fleece beanie with contrasting border | Pleasantly soft, bi-elastic
fabric | Outside lightly roughened in discreet striped look | Pleasant to
wear due to lining in contrasting colour
Outer fabric: 92% polyester, 8% elastane | Lining: 100% cotton

off-white/
grey-heather

pink/
grey-heather

red/
grey-heather

navy/
grey-heather

black/
grey-heather

fern-green/
grey-heather

one size

MB7121
Knitted Fleece Workwear Beanie
Knitted beanie in melange look | Outside: Knitted look
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

white-melange/ stone-melange/ red-melcarbon
black
ange/black

carbon-melange/ royal-melange/ dark-greenblack
navy
melange/black

546
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M/L

MB7720
Microfleece Cap
Warm fleece cap with wide brim | Anti-pilling fleece
Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 100% polyester

off-white red light-blue aqua

navy

grey

black

green

one size

MB7740
Microfleece Scarf
Elegant fleece scarf with whipped ends and decorative stitching line |
Anti-pilling fleece | Size: 145 cm wide, 25 cm long
Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 100% polyester

off-white red light-blue aqua

S/M

navy

grey

black

green

L/XL

MB7700
Microfleece Gloves

BEANIES & SCARVES
FLEECE

Warm fleece gloves for men and women | Anti-pilling fleece | Sizes:
S/M, L/XL
Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 100% polyester

off-white

violet

light-blue

navy

grey

black

green

547
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one size

MB7929
Thinsulate™ Headband
Warm microfleece headband with wide ear part and Thinsulate™
interlining | Anti-pilling microfleece | High-quality microfleece lining
Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 100% polyester | Padding: 100% polyester

off-white

red

aubergine

navy

dark-grey

black

lime-green

one size

MB7930
Thinsulate™ Neckwarmer
Neck warmer with interlining made of Thinsulate™ | Anti-pilling
microfleece | Protects mouth and nose against cold | Elastic cord with
adjustable stopper for size adjustment | High-quality microfleece lining
Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 100% polyester | Padding: 100% polyester

off-white
S/M

red

aubergine

navy

dark-grey

black

lime-green

L/XL

MB7902
Thinsulate™ Fleece Gloves
Warm micro fleece gloves with Thinsulate™ interlining | Anti-pilling
micro fleece | Non-slip palm with silicone pad | Structured silicone
wristband | High-quality micro fleece inner lining
Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 100% polyester | Padding: 100% polyester

off-white

red

aubergine

navy

dark-grey

black

lime-green
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one size

MB7618
Balaclava
Fleece cap and scarf in one | Anti-pilling fleece | By means of a cord
the scarf can be converted into a cap
Outer fabric (260 g/m²): 100% polyester

red

royal

navy

grey

black

dark-green

one size

MB7945
Microfleece Cap

off-white

red

navy

light-grey

black

anthracite

BEANIES & SCARVES
FLEECE

Microfleece cap with decorative flat seams | Anti-pilling microfleece
Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100% polyester

549
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one size

MB7510
6 Panel Fleece Cap with Earflaps
Warm fleece cap with ear flaps | Anti-pilling fleece | 4 stitching lines on
the peak | Laminated front panels | Padded satin sweat band | Zip
fastener for size adjustment
Outer fabric (300 g/m²): 100% polyester

navy

grey

black

dark-green

one size

MB7611
Fleece Scarf
Extra wide fleece scarf without fringe | Anti-pilling fleece
Outer fabric (225 g/m²): 100% polyester

off-white

gold-yellow

orange

red

royal

navy

light-grey

black

anthracite

lime-green

one size

MB7610
Fleece Scarf
Classic fleece scarf with fringe | Anti-pilling fleece
Outer fabric (225 g/m²): 100% polyester

off-white

gold-yellow

orange

red

royal

navy

light-grey

black

anthracite

lime-green
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one size

MB6623
Felt Hat
Pointed felt hat in traditional costume look | Traditional melange look |
Cord in blue/white | Width of brim: 8 cm
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

grey-melange
one size

MB9503
Shiny Santa Hat
Shiny Santa cap with white imitation fur trim and pompon
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

orange

pink

turquoise

one size

MB9501
Santa Cap Short

BEANIES & SCARVES
PARTY AND FUN

Classic Santa cap with pompon and bell
Outer fabric: 100% polyester

orange/
graphite

pink/white

red/white

purple/
graphite

turquoise/
navy
551
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Certified by CU 853836

MB440
Flannel
Flannel in fashionable design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, combed
ring-spun organic-cotton | Optimum absorbency | Selection of
fashionable, bright colours | 15 x 21 cm
Outer fabric (420 g/m²): 100% cotton
30 x 50 cm

MB441
Guest Towel
Guest towel in fashionable design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, combed
ring-spun organic-cotton | Optimum absorbency | Selection of
fashionable, bright colours | 30 x 50 cm
Outer fabric (420 g/m²): 100% cotton
50 x 100 cm

MB442
Hand Towel
Towel in fashionable design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, combed
ring-spun organic-cotton | Optimum absorbency | Selection of
fashionable, bright colours | 50 x 100 cm
Outer fabric (420 g/m²): 100% cotton

white

acid-yellow

yellow

red

grenadine

orient-red

fuchsia

cobalt

royal

navy

silver

mid-grey

graphite

black

dark-green
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Certified by CU 853836

MB443
Bath Towel
Bath towel in fashionable design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, combed
ring-spun organic-cotton | Optimum absorbency | Selection of
fashionable, bright colours | 70 x 140 cm
Outer fabric (420 g/m²): 100% cotton
70 x 180 cm

MB444
Sauna Sheet
Sauna sheet in fashionable design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, combed
ring-spun organic-cotton | Optimum absorbency | Selection of
fashionable, bright colours | 70 x 180 cm
Outer fabric (420 g/m²): 100% cotton
100 x 150 cm

MB445
Bath Sheet
Bath towel in fashionable design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, combed
ring-spun organic-cotton | Optimum absorbency | Selection of
fashionable, bright colours | 100 x 150 cm
Outer fabric (420 g/m²): 100% cotton

acid-yellow

yellow

red

grenadine

orient-red

fuchsia

cobalt

royal

navy

silver

mid-grey

graphite

black

dark-green

TOWELS & BLANKETS
TOWELS

white
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Certified by CU 853836

S/M

L/XL XXL/3XL

MB447
Ladies’ Bathrobe

S/M

L/XL XXL/3XL

MB448
Men’s Bathrobe

Bath robe in fashionable design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, combed ring-spun organic-cotton | Optimum absorbency
Outer fabric (320 g/m²): 100% cotton

white

orient-red

navy

graphite

556
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15 x 21 cm

MB435
Flannel
Flannel in discreet design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, 400 g/m² |
Fashionable colour blaze
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

acid-yellow banana

orange

glacier-blue

atlantic

lagoon

ivory

silver

graphite

orient-red

dark-royal

macaroon

violet

navy

chocolate

30 x 50 cm

MB436
Guest Towel
Guest towel in discreet design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, 400 g/m² |
Fashionable colour blaze
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white acid-yellow

banana

orange

orient-red

violet

atlantic

lagoon

dark-royal

navy

ivory

silver

graphite

macaroon

chocolate

TOWELS & BLANKETS
TOWELS

glacier-blue

557
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50 x 100 cm

MB437
Hand Towel
Towel in discreet design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, 400 g/m² |
Fashionable colour blaze
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white acid-yellow

glacier-blue

ivory

banana

orange

orient-red

violet

atlantic

lagoon

dark-royal

navy

silver

graphite

macaroon

chocolate

70 x 140 cm

MB438
Bath Towel
Bath towel in discreet design | Pleasantly soft cotton terry, 400 g/m² |
Fashionable colour blaze
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

acid-yellow banana

orange orient-red

violet

glacier-blue

atlantic

lagoon

dark-royal

navy

ivory

silver

graphite

macaroon

chocolate

558
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30 x 50 cm

MB420
Guest Towel

white

gold-yellow

light-yellow

orange

sunny-lime

Guest towel in a lot of colours | Soft cotton terry quality 420 g/m² | Size:
30 x 50 cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

light-pink

50 x 100 cm

red

indian-red

magenta

dark-purple

light-blue

cobalt

royal

turquoise

navy

MB421
Hand Towel
Hand towel made of soft terry fabric | Cotton terry quality 420 g/m² |
Size: 50 x 100 cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

70 x 140 cm

MB422
Bath Towel
Bath towel made of soft terry | Cotton terry quality 420 g/m² | Size: 70
x 140 cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

mid-grey

graphite

black

lime-green

dark-green

TOWELS & BLANKETS
TOWELS

light-grey

559
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70 x 180 cm

MB423
Sauna Sheet
white

light-yellow

sunny-lime

gold-yellow

orange

light-pink

red

indian-red

magenta

dark-purple

light-blue

cobalt

Smooth sauna sheet in a lot of colours | Cotton terry quality 420 g/m² |
Size: 70 x 180 cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

100 x 150 cm

royal

turquoise

navy

light-grey

mid-grey

graphite

black

lime-green

dark-green

MB424
Bath Sheet
Big bath sheet made of soft terry | Cotton terry quality 420 g/m² | Size:
100 x 150 cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

15 x 21 cm

MB425
Flannel
Flannel in a lot of colours | Cotton terry quality 420 g/m² | Size: 15 x 21
cm
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

indian-red

magenta dark-purple

light-blue cobalt

royal

turquoise

navy

light-yellow sunny-lime gold-yellow orange

light-grey mid-grey

graphite

black

light-pink

lime-green

red

dark-green

560
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30 x 50 cm

MB426
Guest Towel
Soft cotton terry quality | Cotton terry 500 g/m² | Without border | With
textured borders, ideal for embroidery | Best possible absorption
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

burgundy

mint

dark-navy

silver

natural

50 x 100 cm

MB427
Hand Towel
Soft cotton terry quality | Cotton terry 500 g/m² | Without border | With
textured borders, ideal for embroidery | Best possible absorption
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

burgundy

mint

dark-navy

silver

natural

70 x 140 cm

MB428
Bath Towel

white

burgundy

mint

dark-navy

silver

TOWELS & BLANKETS
TOWELS

Soft cotton terry quality | Cotton terry 500 g/m² | Without border | With
textured borders, ideal for embroidery | Best possible absorption
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

natural

561
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90 x 180 cm

MB429
Beach Towel
Soft cotton terry quality | Cotton terry 500 g/m² | Without border | With
textured borders, ideal for embroidery | Best possible absorption
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

S

M

white

burgundy

mint

dark-navy

silver

natural

L

XL

XXL

MB430
Bath Robe Hooded
Bathrobe with hood for men and women | Smooth cotton terry quality
350 g/m² | Best possible absorption | Sizes S-XXL
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

white

burgundy

mint

dark-navy

silver

natural
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30 x 130 cm

30 x 50 cm

MB431
Sport Towel

MB432
Golf Towel

High quality sports towel with loop for easy attachment | Size: approx.
30 x 130 cm | Cotton terry 380 g/m²
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

Golf sheet made of velours with eyelet and karabiner | Size: approx. 30
x 50 cm/11 x 50 cm (folded) | Velours/cotton terry 400 g/m²
Outer fabric (400 g/m²): 100% cotton

red

tomato

red

grenadine

atlantic

dark-navy

iron-grey

fuchsia

atlantic

dark-royal

navy

black

lime-green

lemon

green

anthracite

lime-green

lemon

dark-green

TOWELS & BLANKETS
TOWELS

white

563
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80 x 180 cm

S

MB433
Functional Saunasheet

MB434
Functional Bath Robe Hooded

Sauna sheet, functional on both sides | Fast-drying polyester velours,
back made of soft cotton terry | Velours/ cotton terry 300 g/m² | Size:
80 x 180 cm
Outer fabric: 55% polyester, 45% cotton

Hooded bathrobe made of comfortable polyester cotton | Velours/
cotton terry 300 g/m² | Outside: Polyester velours | Inside: Cotton terry
Outer fabric: 55% polyester, 45% cotton

white

warm-yellow

cream

dark-orange

M

L

XL

XXL

white

carbon

warm-yellow

cream

dark-orange

carbon

564
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130 x 150 cm

JN953
Picnic Blanket
Portable soft fleece picnic blanket | Water-proof PVC-coated on one side
| Folded into a neat package with handle | Size: 130 x 150 cm
Outer fabric (160 g/m²): 100% polyester

red

navy

black

olive

130 x 180 cm

JN900
Fleece Blanket
Multi-functional fleece-blanket for leisure activities and for driving | Due
to the separate bag the blanket can also be used as a cushion | Blanket
and cushion are the same colour | With thermal insulation and
easy-care
Outer fabric (260 g/m²): 100% polyester (micro fleece)

orange

red

navy

dark-grey

black

darkgreen

130 x 170 cm

JN950
Fleece Blanket

off-white

orange

red

burgundy

royal

turquoise

navy

black

camel

brown

silver

TOWELS & BLANKETS
BLANKETS

Multi-functional fleece blanket for catering trade and leisure | Easy-care
anti-pilling fleece | Size: 130 x 170 cm | Available as decorative gift pack
with satin ribbon
Outer fabric (240 g/m²): 100% polyester

dark-grey

lime-green dark-green
565
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130 x 170 cm

JN958
Fleece Blanket Striped
Fleece blanket in maritime style, printed on both sides | Stripe design |
Hemmed edges | Measurements: 130 x 170 cm
Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% polyester

red/nautic-blue/navy

magenta/
turquoise/green

navy/atlantic/
green

anthracite/silver/
acid-yellow

130 x 170 cm

JN959
Fleece Blanket Checked
Fleece blanket in classic check design, printed on both sides | Hemmed
edges | Measurements: 130 x 170 cm
Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% polyester

wine/
off-white

navy/
off-white

black/
off-white

brown/
off-white

dark-green/
off-white

130 x 180 cm

JN955
Cosy Hearth Blanket
Exclusive velours blanket | Laminated back made of sherpa fleece |
Looped
Outer fabric (440 g/m²): 100% polyester

burgundy/natural navy/natural

brown/natural

anthracite/
natural

566
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160 x 120 cm

JN951
Microfibre Fleece Blanket
Fluffy, multi-functional fleece blanket | Available in a range of bright
colours | Supplied as decorative gift-wrapped rolls | Size: 160 x 120 cm
Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% polyester (micro fleece)

orange

berry

red

royal

lime-green

150 x 170 cm

JN952
Bonded Fleece Blanket
High-quality double-layered fleece blanket for home, office or
restaurant | Available in elegant two-tone shades | Supplied as
decorative gift-wrapped rolls | Size: 150 x 170 cm
Outer fabric (320 g/m²): 100% polyester (micro fleece)

bordeaux/cream aubergine/ navy/aqua
silver

black/silver brown/cream dark-green/
cream

150 x 200 cm

JN954
Urban Style Blanket

TOWELS & BLANKETS
BLANKETS

Lifestyle fleece blanket | Imprinted on both sides with graphic design in
interior trend colours | Looped
Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 100% polyester

red

blue

natural

grey

green
567
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one size

one size

JN957
Fleece Blanket

JN956
Fleece Blanket Basic

Fleece blanket with rounded fringes | Multifunctional use for restaurants
and leisure | Easy care anti-pilling fleece | Supplied as decorative
gift-wrapped rolls with banderole | Measurement: 125 x 150 cm
Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% polyester

Fleece blanket with elegant fringe | Multi-functional for leisure and
catering trade | Easy-care anti-pilling fleece | Available as a decorative
gift pack with banderole | Measurements: 130 x 170 cm
Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100% polyester

off white orange

silver

light-greymelange

tomato

black

wine

brown

pacific

navy

off-white

darkgreen

green

silver

orange

tomato

dark-grey-melange

wine

black

pacific

brown

navy

darkgreen

green

568
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JN7101
Clothes hanger standard
Classic wooden clothes hanger, angled with James & Nicholson print
Material: 100% wood

JN7108
Clothes hanger with clip
High-quality clothes hanger with clip bridge
Material: 100% wood

JN7137
Clothes hanger small
High-quality clothes hanger with non-slip rubber coating and
James & Nicholson print
Material: 100% wood

572
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JN505
Colour Ring
Metal ring with all the colours of JN001 Round-T Medium | Mini-T
( JN504) with colour name as transfer | T-shirts can be taken in and out
easily
Outer fabric: 100% cotton

JN506
Colour Guide with Daiber-logo

573
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Diversity of colours - Real fabric patterns | Convince your customers of
our huge variety of colours!
Material: 100% paper
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JN5612
POS Rack
Versatile display stand | Front with side arm, back: double shelf with
back panel incl. male torso, size 48/50 white short, height 63 cm.

JN5630
Garment Bag
Durable garment bag with high-quality embroidered James & Nicholson
logo | Suitable for 8-12 clothes hangers | Long zip fastener to close |
Additional cord made of cotton/polyester | Measurements: 90 cm long,
50 cm wide, 30 cm deep
Outer fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

JN5620
Garment Rack
Practical travelling garment rack for your James & Nicholson collection |
Durable chrome quality with 4 castors and brake | Foldable | Measurements: 100 cm wide, 155 cm high
Material (attachments): diverse

574
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MB9710
Cap-Rack
Decoration device for up to 36 caps | Can be attached to wall, ceiling or
door, hooks and screws included | Cord length: 150 cm | Adjustable cap
clips hold 1-3 caps each | Set-up instructions included, caps sold
separately
Material (attachments): diverse

MB9720
Cap-Caper

575
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Wall-holders for baseball caps with button | Can be attached with
double-sticking adhesive tape or screw | Available individually | On
purchase of 24 pieces one full decorative carton with instructions will
be delivered
Material (attachments): diverse
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MB9715
Cap Stand
Display Stand for up to 144 caps | Can be placed in any position in the
room. | A total of 24 cap shelves can be fastened in different ways on
one side or on both sides. | Including assembly instructions. Caps
available separately.
Material (attachments): diverse

one size

MB6210
Selling Cap
6 panel sandwich cap to demonstrate the various fabrics and decoration
techniques | Each panel and the peak are made of a different fabric |
Light brushed cotton | Heavy brushed cotton | Herringbone cotton |
100% polyester mesh | 100% polyamide mesh | 100% padded
polyester | 100% polyester woven fabric | Sandwich with wording
‚myrtle beach‘ woven in | Piping on the front panels | 2 embroidered
ventilation holes | 2 metal eyelets | 3D-embroidery | Woven label with
logo ‚myrtle beach‘ | Embossed logo wording ‚myrtle beach‘ | Rubber
label ‚myrtle beach‘ | Padded satin sweatband | Clip-buckle in mat silver
with metal eyelet
Outer fabric: 50% cotton, 40% polyester, 10% polyamide

576
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FASTENERS OVERVIEW
Velcro fastener

Velcro-fastener with
silicone-loop

Velcro-fastener with
sporty tape for size adjustment

Reflective velcro fastener

Metal buckle in mat silver with
press stud and embroidered eyelet

Metal buckle in mat silver with
press stud and embroidered eyelet

Metal buckle in mat silver with
press stud and metal eyelet

New generation buckle

Clip fastener with brass buckle
and embroidered eyelet

Clip fastener with silver buckle
and embroidered eyelet

Clip fastener with buckle in mat silver
and embroidered eyelet

Clip buckle in mat silver with
contrasting piping and
embroidered eyelet

Clip fastener in mat silver
with metal eyelet

Clip fastener in shiny silver with embossed
Clip fastener in graphite grey with
myrtle beach logo and metal eyelet
embossed myrtle beach logo and metal eyelet

„click & snap“ fastener

Sportive band with clip fastener

Fully closed back panel

Elastic band

New velcro fastener

Clip fastener in mat silver
with metal eyelet

Zip fastener

577
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SIZES, QUALITY & CARE
XXS

MEN

Size

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3XL

4XL

5XL

6XL

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

36/38

39/40

41/42

43/44

45/46

47/48

49/50

51/52

53/54

25

26

27

28
56

58

60

62

Collar size in cm
TROUSERS
Short size
Size

42

44

SOCKS

GLOVES

KIDS

LADIES

Long size
XXS
Size
TROUSERS
Size

34/36

Height in cm

Shoe size

48

50

52

54

94

98

102

106

110

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3XL

4XL

34

36/38

38/40

40/42

42/44

46

48

50

38

40

42

44

46

48

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

98/104

Circumference in cm

46

110/116 122/128 134/140 146/152 158/164

6-6,5

7

7,5

8

8,5

9

9,5

10

17-18

19

20,5

22

23

24

26

27

2,5-5,5

6-7,5

8,5-10

10,5-12

35-38

39-41

42-44

45-47

IRONING (IRON)

WASHING (TUB)
The numbers in the tub indicate the maximum washing temperatures which must not be exceeded. The bar below the tub requires a more (mechanical) gentle treatment (e.g. programme
for delicate fabrics). It designates washing programmes which are suitable for easy-care and
delicate garments. Textiles made of cotton or mixed fibres should be pulled into shape when
still wet. We recommend that textiles with prints or embroideries should only be washed
on the reverse at a maximum of 40 degrees in order not to impair the quality of the print or
embroidery.

95

95

60

60

40

Normal
washing

Delicate
washing

Normal
washing

Delicate
washing

Normal
washing

40

40

30

Delicate
washing

Specially
delicate washing

Delicate
washing

The dots indicate the temperature scale of the irons. Textiles with prints or embroideries should
only be ironed on the reverse.

Iron at high
temperature
(max. 200 degrees)

W

W

Delicate
wet cleaning

Special
wet cleaning

578
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Do not iron

TUMBLE DRYING (TUMBLE-DRIER)

Tumble dry at normal
temperature

The letters are intended for the textile cleaner. They indicate the possible solvents. The bar
below the circle requires cleaning under limited mechanical strain, with a limited amount of
moisture and at a medium temperature. Textiles with prints or embroideries should not be
dry cleaned.

Normal
clothes

Iron at low
temperature
(max. 110 degrees)

The dots indicate the drying-grades of the tumble-drier. Textiles with transfer prints must not be
tumble-dried.

Hand
washing

DRY CLEANING (CLEANING DRUM)

P

Iron at medium
temperature
(max. 150 degrees)

P

F

F

W

Delicate
clothes

Delicate
clothes

Delicate
clothes

Wet
cleaning

Tumble dry at low
temperature

Do not
tumble dry

BLEACHCING (TRIANGLE)
This symbol shows the textile cleaner whether the garment may be bleached or not.

CL
Chlorine bleaching
possible

Only oxygen bleaching
No chlorine bleaching

Do not bleach

No dry cleaning
possible

07.11.2018 08:42:13

COLOURS
white

off-white

chalk

stone

light-yellow

sunny-lime

acid-yellow

sun-yellow

gold-yellow

orange

fluorescent-orange

fluo-orange

dark-orange

orange-melange

light-pink

rose

red-melange

light-berry

pink

berry

pop-orange

grenadine

terra

chili

indian-red

coral

raspberry

magenta

oleander

light-blue

ocean

sky-blue

mint

pacific

caribbean-blue

royal-melange

blue-melange

lilac

blue-water

indigo-blue/silver

ivory

soft-grey

mid-grey

fluorescent-yellow

yellow-melange

fluo-yellow

signal-red

light-red

tomato

carmine-red-melange

dark-red

wine-melange

burgundy

bordeaux

wine

pink-melange

purple

grape

dark-purple

aubergine

plum

bleu

glacier-blue

horizon-blue

aqua

cobalt

azur

royal

turquoise

turquoise-melange

regatta-blue

atlantic

lagoon

navy-melange

carbon-melange

light-denim

dark-denim

dark-denim-melange

denim

petrol

dark-royal

ink

navy

dark-navy

silver

ash

light-grey

natural

grey

cool-grey

grey-heather

sports-grey

light-melange

dark-grey

carbon

anthracite-melange

charcoal

dark-melange

graphite

coal-black

black

sand

beige

beige-melange

macaroon

camel

caramel

dark-khaki

nougat

dark-brown

chocolate

granite

steel-grey

maroon-melange

coffee

lava

anthracite

mud

taupe

black-melange

titan

soft-green

light-green

fluo-green

grass

frog

lime-green

spring-green

kiwi-melange

caribbean-green

simply-green

fern-green

irish-green

green-melange

dark-green

forest-green

khaki

dark-olive

pine-green

olive

dusty-olive

dusty-green-melange

racing-green

denim-melange light-denim-melange

Colour blaze
Due to different fabric qualities there might be slight colour differences.
There might also be slight colour differences within a size breakdown which have to be accepted.

grey-melange

JN 506 COLOUR GUIDE
see page 573

